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WIO IS BORN TO RE-ENGAGE PEOPLE WITH NATURE.

Our products empower you to create and enjoy small to mid-scale nature   
spaces in their everyday life. We base our product line on careful research 
of natural habitats, combined with contemporary aesthetics and leading            
technological advancements in order to help you bring nature into your li-
ving spaces. You will discover a whole new world of flora and fauna to en-
joy by effortlessly recreating their habitats from underwater worlds to steamy 
jungles, opening a vista onto nature.
 
You will be surprised how easy and fulfilling it is to build, nurture and maintain 
your nature-space in your everyday life. It will bring you enjoyment, beauty, 
appreciation, understanding, knowledge, fascination, and relaxation.Take a 
pause from your busy day, glance at your nature-space to re-engage with na-
ture and be rewarded by its refreshing and healing properties.

Enjoy the art of bringing nature into the home like never before.

Yago Alonso Giménez  
CEO and Founder of WIO

Why do we say re-engaging with nature?

We feel that in modern daily life, people are 
losing the opportunity to experience pristine 
natural scenes and spaces, the chance to be 
close to nature, appreciate it and benefit from 
the countless rewards it brings.

We believe that through our fresh and innova-
tive solutions we can help people to re-engage 
with nature. We seek to enhance the excite-
ment of creating and enjoying artistically scenic 
nature worlds.
WIO aims to bring the wonders of nature back 
into our daily lives; even into the smallest spaces 
while helping us re-engage with nature, and en-
rich our wellbeing in a sustainable, applica-
ble and emotional way.
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DECOR

SPACE
TECH

·· Wetlands

· · Sands

·· Gravels

· · Shells

· · Biotope beds

· · Nano Rocks

· · Stones

· · Trees

· · Roots

4

64
84

WIO Decor presents the most complete 
and exquisite selection of natural materials 
crafted by nature: sands, gravels, stones, 
boulders, woods, and roots. 
Natural materials lose their generic mea-
ning to become sculptural masterpieces 
which draws everyone’s attention. The 
special combinations and blends of care-
fully selected natural elements allows you 
to create the most realistic and aesthetic 
biotope displays.
The use and combination of natural ma-
terials plays the most important role in 
the habitat creation process. Your nature 
display, aquarium, insularium or terrarium, 
will become an outstanding and authentic 
nature-space.
For this reason, we have developed an ex-
clusive, extensive, and beautiful selection 
of decor to allow you to enjoy the art of 
creating nature like never before. 
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PLANT 
SUBSTRATES

Complete plant substrate containing all 
required nutrients for lush, long-term plant 
growth and available in a range of colours 
and granule sizes.
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WETLAND 

Wetlands is our brand-new concept of plant substrates. 
A substrate is the natural environment surface on which an organism such as a plant, 
fungus, or animal live. 
Our Wetland series are designed to provide 4 important functions:

1. As a medium for plant growth
2. As a means of water storage, supply, and purification
3. As a conditioner of the surrounding ecosystem
4. As a habitat for organisms, flora and fauna.

Therefore, Wetland series act as an engineering substrate medium: a habitat for subs-
trates organisms, a recycling system for nutrients and organic wastes, a regulator of 
water quality, a modifier of ecosystem composition, and a medium for plant growth, 
and a support for fauna, making it a critically important for the success of any ecosys-
tem display. 

Advantages:

 • Optimal natural substrate ready-to-use for flora and fauna.
 • Design to deliver top performance in long-term planted displays.
 • Ultra-rich substrate for plants with the complete nutrient supply of macro and microelements.
 • Extremely rich in Potassium, Iron, Humic and Fulvic acids.
 • Bio-filtering function for enhanced microbial colonization.
 • It doesn’t crumble in the long run. 
 • The active substrate lowers and buffers the pH.
 • Clearwater, no discolouring effect.
 • Natural binding of harmful substances.
 • Extreme long-term use +10 years.

Please, follow our recommendations to enjoy our wetlands: 

 • Ready to use substrate, do not rinse.
 • Spread the substrate evenly in a tank.
 • Wet the substrate and proceed with the planting. 
 • Fine-grain version can be added on top of the normal grain version for optimal easy        
   planting of small foreground plants.
 • Pour water gently on top of a hard surface to avoid upsetting the planted substrate. 
 • During the initial setup period, the aquarium water may turn cloudy.
 • Turn on the filter and cloudiness should disappear in a few hours.
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DECOR WETLANDS

Plant Soils

ARTIST DARK ARTIST SUNSET

ARTIST MUSTARD

ARTIST PALE

ARTIST COCOA

ARTIST TERRA

ARTIST DARK FINE ARTIST SUNSET FINE

ARTIST MUSTARD FINE

ARTIST PALE FINE

ARTIST COCOA FINE

ARTIST TERRA FINE

71100112 71100412

71100512

71100612

71100212

71100312

71100122 71100422

71100522

71100622

71100222

71100322

2 - 5mm 2 - 5mm

2 - 5mm

2 - 5mm

2 - 5mm

2 - 5mm

0,1 - 2mm 0,1 - 2mm

0,1 - 2mm

0,1 - 2mm

0,1 - 2mm

0,1 - 2mm

2kg 2kg

2kg

2kg

2kg

2kg

2kg 2kg

2kg

2kg

2kg

2kg

71100115 71100415

71100515

71100615

71100215

71100315

71100125 71100425

71100525

71100625

71100225

71100325

2 - 5mm 2 - 5mm

2 - 5mm

2 - 5mm

2 - 5mm

2 - 5mm

0,1 - 2mm 0,1 - 2mm

0,1 - 2mm

0,1 - 2mm

0,1 - 2mm

0,1 - 2mm

5kg 5kg

5kg

5kg

5kg

5kg

5kg 5kg

5kg

5kg

5kg

5kg

Clay-based engineering substrate medium designed to create artistic and distinct biotope colour 
impressions, while supporting plant lush and long-term growth. Available in 6 biotope colours, in 
normal and fine granule sizes. 

Dark-coloured substrate creating a moody 
atmosphere.

Reddish-coloured substrate providing crisp 
contrast with green plants and dark decor. 

Yellowish-coloured substrate providing 
clay-like aesthetic often found in nature.

Unique soft pastel substrate ideal for crea-
ting bright contrast with plants and decor.

Medium-brown substrate providing earthy 
tones. 

Dark-brown substrate providing warm 
ambience and rich tones. 
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DECOR WETLANDS

Plant Soils

EONIAN BLACK

EONIAN BROWN

EONIAN RED

EONIAN BLACK FINE

EONIAN BROWN FINE

EONIAN RED FINE

71110112

71110212

71110312

71110122

71110222

71110322

2 - 5mm

2 - 5mm

2 - 5mm

0,1 - 2mm

0,1 - 2mm

0,1 - 2mm

2kg

2kg

2kg

2kg

2kg

2kg

71110115

71110215

71110315

71110125

71110225

71110325

2 - 5mm

2 - 5mm

2 - 5mm

0,1 - 2mm

0,1 - 2mm

0,1 - 2mm

5kg

5kg

5kg

5kg

5kg

5kg

Natural volcanic-based engineering substrate medium designed to create a natural earth soil im-
pression, while supporting lush plants with long-term growth. Available in 3 earthy colours, in normal 
and fine granule sizes.  

Dark black substrate providing contrast with 
green plants and mimicking rich soil. 

Deep-brown substrate providing extremely 
natural appearance and earthy ambience.

Dark red substrate providing natural aesthe-
tic and warm vibrant atmosphere. 
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RIVERBEDS

Ultimate natural substrate blends for true-
to-life aquarium displays which re-create 
natural streambeds. 
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DECOR SANDS

HEAVEN BUMBLEBEE

TIGRIS

EL DORADO

71060112

Bright white natural silica sand with a natu-
ral blend of pale colours and grain size mix.

Mustard-coloured natural silica sand which 
brings the impression of desert sands.

Orangish natural silica sand with a natural 
blend of ochre colours and grain size mix.

Pale yellowish natural silica sand with a 
natural blend of earthy pale colours and 
grain size mix. 

71060312

71060212

71060612

0,1 - 4mm 0,1 - 2mm

0,1 - 4mm

0,1 - 4mm

2kg 2kg

2kg

2kg

71060115 71060315

71060215

71060615

0,1 - 4mm 0,1 - 2mm

0,1 - 4mm

0,1 - 4mm

5kg 5kg

5kg

5kg

Natural sands with a perfect blend of colour shades and grain-size mix for aquarium and terrarium 
displays.

River Beds

MIDNIGHT

CIMARRON

Natural cosmetic sand with matte black 
dark tones which will create high contrast 
aquascapes and biotopes.

Earthy natural silica sand with a higher grain 
mix which creates a very natural impression 
of a riverbed.

71060912

71060412

0,1 - 2mm

0,1 - 6mm

2kg

2kg

71060915

71060415

0,1 - 2mm

0,1 - 6mm

5kg

5kg
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DECOR SANDS

INFERNO

CANYON ROCKET

HIMALAYA

71060712 71060812

Dark coloured sand which looks very natural 
and similar to silt and mud substrates 
encountered in aquatic habitats.

Pinkish-white fine sand which provides a 
bright, soft ambience to any nature display. 

This sand is composed of fine and small 
warm-coloured mixed grains, giving it an 
extremely natural aesthetic.

Shadowy sand with a blend of pale to dark 
grey grain mix like a truly natural biotope 
riverbed.

71061012 71061212

71061112

0,1 - 2mm 0,1 - 2mm

0,1 - 4mm 0,1 - 4mm

0,1 - 4mm

2kg 2kg

2kg 2kg

2kg

71060715 71060815

71061015 71061215

71061115

0,1 - 2mm 0,1 - 2mm

0,1 - 4mm 0,1 - 4mm

0,1 - 4mm

5kg 5kg

5kg 5kg

5kg

Natural sands with a perfect blend of colour shades and grain-size mix for aquarium and terrarium 
displays.

River Beds

CHOCO 

Unique chocolate coloured river sand to 
create truly natural biotope riverbeds.
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ELDERLY 

DRUID

STREAM

71050112 3 - 10mmS - 2kg
71050115
71050152
71050155
71050132
71050135

3 - 10mm
3 - 40mm
3 - 40mm
20 - 40mm
20 - 40mm

S - 5kg
Mix - 2kg
Mix - 5kg
L - 2kg
L - 5kg

DECOR GRAVELS

71050612

71050412

10 - 20mm

8 - 20mm

S - 2kg

S - 2kg

71050615

71050415

71050652

71050452

71050655

71050455

71050632

71050432

71050635

71050435

10 - 20mm

8 - 20mm

10 - 40mm

8 - 40mm

10 - 40mm

8 - 40mm

20 - 40mm

20 - 40mm

20 - 40mm

20 - 40mm

S - 5kg

S - 5kg

Mix - 2kg

Mix - 2kg

Mix - 5kg

Mix - 5kg

L - 2kg

L - 2kg

L - 5kg

L - 5kg

Natural gravel of different sizes and colour shades for aquarium and terrarium displays. By blen-
ding different sizes you can create a sense of depth in your layout. The smallest sizes can be also 
be used as a base sand.

River Beds

Natural river gravel creates a very natural 
riverbed impression. It does not raise the 
hardness of the water.

Dark river boulder with holes to create a 
dramatic effect in aquascapes and biotopes. 

High mountain stream gravel which creates 
a stony riverbed impression.
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BUMBLEBEE

71050212 3 - 10mmS - 2kg
71050215
71050252
71050255
71050232
71050235

3 - 10mm
3 - 40mm
3 - 40mm
20 - 40mm
20 - 40mm

S - 5kg
Mix - 2kg
Mix - 5kg
L - 2kg
L - 5kg

BELLADONNA

71050312 3 - 10mmS - 2kg
71050315
71050352
71050355
71050332
71050335

3 - 10mm
3 - 30mm
3 - 30mm
10 - 30mm
10 - 30mm

S - 5kg
Mix - 2kg
Mix - 5kg
L - 2kg
L - 5kg

BLACK VENOM

71050512 8 - 20mmS - 2kg
71050515
71050552
71050555
71050532
71050535

8 - 20mm
8 - 40mm
8 - 40mm
20 - 40mm
20 - 40mm

S - 5kg
Mix - 2kg
Mix - 5kg
L - 2kg
L - 5kg

SILVER SHADOW

71050712 1 - 20mmS - 2kg
71050715
71050752
71050755
71050732
71050735

1 - 20mm
1 - 40mm
1 - 40mm
20 - 40mm
20 - 40mm

S - 5kg
Mix - 2kg
Mix - 5kg
L - 2kg
L - 5kg

River Beds

DECOR GRAVELS

Natural yellowish ochre gravel that brings 
warmth to the nature scape.

Impactful texture with dramatic colouring, 
creating an eye-catching contrast to green 
plants and light sands 

Natural earthy colour gravel with finer and 
smaller size. Ideal for smaller and nano 
tanks to provide warmth and sense of scale.

Dark grey smooth surfaces of these river 
stones provide gentle contrast and texture 
when combined with plants.
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SHELLBED

71120112 0,1 - 2mmS - 2kg
71120115
71120152
71120155

0,1 - 5mm
0,1 - 5mm
0,1 - 5mm

S - 5kg
Mix - 2kg
Mix - 5kg

SHELL SHELTER

71120252 30 - 80mmMix - 2L

DECOR SHELLS

Natural blends of shells of different shades and sizes for authentic biotope substrates or as unique 
decor in an aquascape or terrarium display. 

River Beds

Fine crushed shell substrate ideal for recrea-
ting Rift Lake biotopes or coastal displays. 

Large and attractive shells perfect for 
Shell-dwelling cichlids and other small 
animals. 
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BIOTOPE BEDS

Our latest and most exciting innovation. 
Ready-to-use natural substrate mixes that 
recreate underwater habitat beds to bring 
true-to-life realism and animal behavioural 
enrichment to your displays.
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Biotope Beds

DECOR BIOTOPE BEDS

NAUTILUS LIGHT

NAUTILUS TANNED

NAUTILUS DARK

71130112 0,1 - 5cm2kg
71130115 0,1 - 5cm5kg

71130212

71130312

0,1 - 5cm

0,1 - 5cm

2kg

2kg

71130215

71130315

0,1 - 5cm

0,1 - 5cm

5kg

5kg

A selection of natural materials mixed together to produce authentic biotope substrates, including 
shell, sand, gravel, wood-based mixtures... 

Bright shell-based mix ideal for Rift Lake 
displays such as Tanganyika biotopes.

Perfect for suggesting Malawi biotopes, 
estuaries, or other coastal marine environ-
ments.

Blend of small dark and light shells based 
on substrates encountered in the Pantanal 
of Brazil and Lake Turkana in Africa. 
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DECOR BIOTOPE BEDS

Biotope Beds

MERE CRIKEY

EVERGLADESIBON

GLACIER BECK

71130412 71130712

7113081471130512

71130612 71130612

0,1 - 20cm 0,1 - 20cm

0,1 - 20cm0,1 - 5cm

0,1 - 5cm 0,1 - 20cm

2kg 200g

400g2kg

2kg 2kg

71130415 71130715

7113081971130515

71130615 71130615

0,1 - 40cm 0,1 - 40cm

0,1 - 40cm0,1 - 5cm

0,1 - 5cm 0,1 - 40cm

5kg 500g

900g5kg

5kg 5kg

Blend of small stones, gravel, twigs, and 
warm yellow sand, inspired by Pool Malebo 
in Congo, Africa.

Great Red Continent, Australia. This would 
be the perfect addition to a biotope for 
small Rainbowfishes.

A mix of pale sand and dark gravel and sto-
nes, ideal for mountain lakes and streams, 
creating a moody dramatic ambience. 

A genuine ‘Natural Style’ substrate with 
dried seed pods from North America.

Small warm-coloured pebbles and light and 
dark gravels, inspired by the cold glacier 
waters of Lake McDonald in the USA. 

Volcanic sand form the mountains of Spain. 
Used to create a moody ambience, or con-
trasted with bright green plants.
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DECOR BIOTOPE BEDS

Biotope Beds

WOODBED

MULCHBED

71130712

71130814

5 - 20cm

0,1 - 20cm

100g

100g

71130715

71130819

5 - 40cm

0,1 - 40cm

250g

250g

A mix of twigs, bark, branches, and roots, 
providing habitat and behavioural enrich-
ment for terrestrial and aquatic creatures. 

A mix of twigs, bark, and roots as substrate, 
perfect for mimicking tropical forest to 
create natural ecologies.

RIVULET

71130412 0,1 - 20cm2kg
71130415 0,1 - 40cm5kg

Inspired by Yakushima Island in Japan. By 
carefully blending and balancing natural 
materials.
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HARDSCAPE

Commonly, the main budget effort goes 
to technical components like filters, illu-
mination… when the hardscape and their 
composition, determinate the outcome of 
any artistic nature creation, its beauty and 
display satisfaction.
For the nature creator artist, the hardsca-
pe is the most important component in any 
display. Enjoy the art of creating nature like 
never before with our exclusive selection 
of hardscapes.
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DECOR NANO ROCKS

ELDERLY FOSSIL GREY

JADE

SILVER SHADOW

RYUOH

71080112 71080412

71080512

71080612

71080212

1 - 10cm 1 - 10cm

1 - 10cm

1 - 10cm

1 - 10cm

S - 2kg S - 2kg

S - 2kg

S - 2kg

S - 2kg

Hardscape

Selected small stones and boulders complement main feature stones and add complexity and 
detail to any scape. Also, ideal for nano displays in both aquaria and terraria. 

MILLENIUM

71080812 1 - 10cmS - 2kg

Well-known for its unique rugged texture 
and “cracking” pattern. The colour varies 
from brownish to grey. 

Remarkable metallic grey colour tone with 
unique monolithic forms. An ideal stone to 
place standing up. 

Stands out for its rich texture, grey-bluish 
colour tone and its ability to create powerful 
chiaroscuros on the scenery.

Richness of textures and green hues are 
maximized underwater. This stone can be 
easily sculpted. 

Grey colours has a cooling effect, while phy-
sical features with holes and furrows provide 
shadows and highlights. 

Mixed sized, flat stones can be used to 
create a shale effect in a biotope, or for 
detailing in an aquascape.
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HULK DRAGON

HELLBOY DRAGON   

71081412

71081512

1 - 10cm

1 - 10cm

S - 1,5kg

S - 1,5kg

WILD RED LAVA

71081712 1 - 10cmS - 1,5kg

Hardscape

DECOR NANO ROCKS

DARK KNIGHT DRAGON

71081312 1 - 10cmS - 1,5kg

DRAGON

71080312 1 - 10cmS - 1,5kg

ETNA LAVA

71081612 1 - 10cmS - 1,5kg

Exhibits warm, red and ochre orange co-
lours with highly textured surfaces providing 
ideal foothold for epiphytic plants. 

Sharp edges, dramatic texturing and a 
greenish hue make this a material aquasca-
pers will want to play with. 

Vivid rusty reds and burnt orange with dark, 
almost steel-blue highlights and heavily 
indented craggy and edges.

Handpicked for their interesting furrows, 
pits and jagged edges. The warm reddish 
colours are evocative of desert mountains.

Distinctive Stone with strong visual impact 
with earthy tones. Stands out for its unique 
texture resembling dragon scales.

Deeply furrowed and textured, with jagged 
lines, grooves and grey to even blueish-pur-
ple colours running through them.
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BLACK VENOM

BLACK RYUOH

71080912

71081212

1 - 10cm

1 - 10cm

S - 2kg

S - 2kg

BUMBLEBEE

71081012 1 - 10cmS - 2kg

DARWIN BLACK LAVA

71080712 1 - 10cmS - 1,5kg

DECOR NANO ROCKS

FOSSIL WOOD

71081812 1 - 10cmS - 2kg

NEBULA

71081112 1 - 10cmS - 2kg

Hardscape

A stone with subtle textures and diverse co-
lour shades, including hints of green, blue, 
ochre and flecks of white.

A stone with rich and bold black coloura-
tion, combined with clean lines and textured 
surfaces. 

Comprised from wood of ancient trees, 
these pastel-coloured rocks provide hues of 
orange, yellow and soft browns.

These dark and deeply textured stones 
provide the ideal working material for 
aquascapers.

A stone with warm colours, pastel yellows, 
oranges and even hints of green and com-
plex textures.

Coarse, volcanic rocks will bring texture and 
contrast to any display. With many fissures 
and pockmarks to provide interest.
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DRUID BOULDER

71090512 1 - 10cmS - 2kg

BUMBLEBEE BOULDER

INFERNO  BOULDER   

71090212

71090612

1 - 10cm

1 - 10cm

S - 2kg

S - 2kg

BLACK VENOM BOULDER

71090412 1 - 10cmS - 2kg

McDONALD LAKE BOULDER

71090312 1 - 10cmS - 2kg

ELDERLY BOULDER

71090112 1 - 10cmS - 2kg

DECOR NANO ROCKS

Hardscape

Elderly boulders have rich textures, stripes 
and have a cold colour pallet that will make 
any scape stunningly attractive and natural.

Dark, textured stones can be used to make 
an aquascape looked ‘aged’, especially 
when combined with plants such as Anubias.

Beautiful smooth textures with rich warm 
palette tones that bring a new impression to 
the aquascaping and biotope worlds.

Stunning vibrant pitch-black colour boul-
ders, this rock fascinates for its smooth, 
black-glazed surface and detailed textures. 

Small boulders which display a rich pinkish 
red colouration and are detailed with many 
pale, dark and pink small flecks.

Outstanding colourful boulder which creates 
a unique riverbed impression. The boulders 
range in a wide colour palette.
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DECOR STONES

BLACK VENOM

BUMBLEBEE

NEBULA

71040251

71041551

10 - 30cmMix

Mix

71041451

10 - 30cm

10 - 30cmMix

An outstanding selection of stones for the most demanding nature-artists. 

Hardscape

Vibrant pitch-black colour with smooth, 
black-glazed surfaces, design possibilities 
are endless due to its excellent colour contrast.

Fine-grained layers with lively and warm 
orange colors and brownish hues allow 
creations with outstanding impact.

Unique slate stone with a variety of colour 
shadows: silver, greenish, bluish, ochre, 
snow with an unusual flat stratified texture.
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DARK KNIGHT DRAGON

HULK DRAGON

HELLBOY DRAGON

71041251

71041051

10 - 30cmMix

Mix

71041151

10 - 30cm

10 - 30cmMix

DECOR STONES

ELDERLY

JADE

MILLENIUM

71041351 Mix 10 - 30cm

71040151 10 - 30cmMix

71040351 10 - 30cmMix

Hardscape

Highly sought-after stone, it is well known 
for its unique rugged texture and “cracking” 
pattern. The colour varies from brown to grey.

Distinctive dragon stone with dark and 
violaceus colours and rugged, interesting 
textures. 

Unique green-hued stone which brings the 
greens into the hardscape to create unique 
fresh impression and a completely new look.

Distinctive dragon stone with greenish 
colours and eye-catching textures. 

Singular forms and exceptional textures are 
the result of inclement weather at the top of 
mountains. Formed by water, snow...

Dramatic dragon stone with reddish colours 
providing a warm ambience. 
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DARWIN BLACK LAVA 

ETNA LAVA

WILD RED LAVA

71040751

71041751

71041651

10 - 30cm

10 - 30cm

10 - 30cm

Mix

Mix

Mix

DECOR STONES

RYUOH

BLACK RYUOH 

DRAGON

71040451

71040551

71040651

10 - 30cm

10 - 30cm

10 - 30cm

Mix

Mix

Mix

Hardscape

Stands out for its rich texture, grey-bluish 
colour tone and its ability to create powerful 
chiaroscuros on the scenery. 

Jet-black lava stone full of crevices and 
high texture. This stone captivates with its 
striking black colour.

Unique darker black-blueish hue with high 
contrast white veins which resemble marble 
stone. 

Etna rock is multi-coloured from deep red 
to purple, violet, yellow, orange, black and 
bluish and evokes ancient rock formations.

Distinctive Stone with a strong visual impact 
with earthy tones. Stands out for their uni-
que texture resembling dragon scales.

Selected reddish earthy lava stone with 
unique forms, full of fissures and high 
roughness. 
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BLACK VENOM BOULDER

71070451 10 - 30cmMix

DECOR STONES

FOSSIL WOOD

GREY FOSSIL WOOD 

ELDERLY BOULDER

71040851

71040951

10 - 30cmMix

Mix

71070151

10 - 30cm

10 - 30cmMix

Hardscape

Beautiful stone with remarkable gol-
den-ochre hue. The different heights and 
thicknesses allow creating paths.

Fossilized Wood with a remarkable metallic 
grey colour tone and unique monolithic 
forms.

Colour varies from brownish to grey. Large 
pieces have strong character making a real 
statement.

High-impact rock which magnifies the green 
of plants and mosses. It is an ideal stone to 
create Iwagumi.

DRUID

BUMBLEBEE BOULDER

71070251

71070551

10 - 30cm

10 - 20cm

Mix

Mix

The stones have a solid presence and with 
their worn and dark features, contain a hint 
of the primordial.

The natural yellowish ochre boulder brings 
warmth to the nature scape. 
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McDONALD LAKE

71070351 10 - 30cmMix

DECOR STONES

Hardscape

Colourful boulders which create a unique 
riverbed impression. 

SOLAR ECLIPSE

71041951 10 - 30cmMix

LUNAR ECLIPSE

71041851 10 - 30cmMix

Especially cut stone with soft, warm, pale 
shades of yellow, orange and sandstone 
ideal for shallow tanks.

Lunar Stones are dark with cold shades of 
black and grey and are ideal for creating 
dramatic contrast with bright green plants. 
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DECOR WOODS

REBEL TREE

CANOPY TREE

GOLDEN WOOD

71030110 15-30cmS
71030120

71030210

71011310

71030130

71030220
71030230

71011320

25-40cm

10-20cm

10-20cm

35-60cm

20-40cm
40-60cm

20-35cm

M

S

S

L

M
L

M

Hardscape

Each piece of this wood is a complete 
masterpiece as it is full of details, branches 
and strands.

Small bonsai-shaped trees, these woods are 
perfect for play and combine with different 
rocks and plants to recreate a forest scenery.

One of the hardest and densest woods with 
beauty and glorious yellowish-golden co-
lour, this wood has an exceptional surface.
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DECOR WOODS

HORN

MILLENIUM TREE 

DRAGON 

NEPTUNE

STONE

71010951 30 - 100cmMix

71011151 20 - 60cmMix

71010111 10 - 30cmS
71010121

71010221

71010321

71010131

71010231

71010331

30 - 50cm

50 - 100cm

20 - 50cm

50 - 100cm

100 - 200cm

50 - 100cm

M

M

M

L

L

L

An exceptional assortment of driftwood, roots, and branches for the nature artist. Mix several 
pieces together to create any composition: Central, Triangular, V form...

Hardscape

DRIFTWOOD 

71010821
71010831

20 - 50cm
50 - 100cm

M
L

Sculptural pieces collected from rivers, 
lakes and coasts and crafted by wind, wa-
ter, and sun, resulting in unique shapes.

A heavy wood with branchy horn shapes, 
you can combine several pieces together to 
create a layout like a big fallen tree.

An incredible wood resembling stones, with 
unique bumps and brain-like textures and 
displaying dark brown, and golden hues.

Sculptural pieces with multiple intertwined 
roots with whitish and reddish colour tones. 
Each piece is unique.

Driftwood which has been exposed to 
water, sun, wind, and harsh conditions for 
years. 

An impressive wood that resembles a dra-
gon skin texture with plenty of holes and is 
ideal for attaching epiphytic plants.
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TREE TRUNKISENGARD ENT 

RED MOOR CENTURION

NANO BLACK TREE TRUNK

71010451

71010511 71011651

20 - 60cmMix

S

71010651 71011210

20 - 40cm 20 - 60cm

10 - 30cm 20-40cmMix S

Mix

71010751

71010521
71010531

20 - 50cm

40 - 60cm
50 - 100cm

Mix

M
L

DECOR WOODS

Hardscape

Tree-shaped wood with impressive dense 
root system. It is the perfect wood to create 
ancient forests with dense roots.

Complete tree-trunk shaped pieces with 
roots; perfect for creating engaging compo-
sitions of tree forests.

Red moor roots have been carefully selec-
ted and treated with sand blasting. Its poli-
shed surface creates unique masterpieces.

The vibrance of these deep and dark red-
dish-brown wood with intertwined branches 
creates an exciting layout.

Tiny roots with different hues of yellow, 
brown and beige colours. The versatility of 
this wood is perfect for nano tanks.

Depth blackish purple colour, each tree-
trunk shape piece with roots, provides the 
contrast and impact to your design.
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DECOR ROOTS

ANCIENT

SPIDER TWIGS

ELDER

71020151

71020352

100 - 200cmMix

Mix -  300g 10 - 30cm

Roots bring natural authenticity and a wabi-sabi effect to your creations. Roots create complexity 
and a sense of time, both in aquatic and emersed displays. 

Hardscape

A true air root from 100-200 cm, each pack 
is a natural root that goes from 2 cm thick-
ness down to few millimetres.

Each bag comes in mixed sizes with deli-
cate and thin pieces. Use rocks to create a 
sculptural layout.

Strong enough to support plants and moss 
combined with its very dark colour makes it 
an excellent material to add complexity.

71020252
71020255

10 - 30cm
10 - 50cm

Mix - 300g
Mix - 750g
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DECOR
SPACE

TECH

·· Vistas                                             

··  Cabinets

··  Stands

··  Slim Light Stands   

··  Bamboo Light Stands

· · Light Stands

· · Insula Glass

4
64

84

The tank is the white canvas, man is the 
creative brush and nature elements are the 
colour palette for your scenery or vistas.
 
WIOspace was born with the objective to 
create the best vistas frames for the crea-
tion, exhibition, and enjoyment of nature. 
Tanks, insula glass, terrariums, cabinets, 
… that inspires, engage and magnify your 
creative potential.

Our products are developed to be both 
functional and aesthetically pleasing, pro-
viding nature artists with the ideal canvas 
on which to explore and create. The blen-
ding of quality and beauty is expressed at 
all stages and is fundamental to our values 
as a company.
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AQUARIUMS

Our carefully constructed, high-quality 
opti-white aquaria will provide the perfect 
Vistas window into your miniature world.
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SPACE VISTAS

72010302

72010452

72010752

72010362

72010602

72010902

30x18x24cm / 11L - 5mm

45x27x30cm / 33L - 5mm

75x40x40cm / 110L - 8mm

36x22x26cm / 18L - 5mm

60x30x36cm / 60 - 5mm

90x45x45cm / 166L - 10mm

Aquariums

A window to enjoy the best vistas of nature. Our Vistas aquarium line is the visual deconstruction 
of the glass container into a minimalist expression: an ethereal frame with the highest transpa-
rency.

CLASSIC

The classic and timeless format in tanks to 
obtain the best vistas of nature. 
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SPACE VISTAS 

SUPER SHALLOW

72010304
72010364
72010454
72010604

30x18x9cm / 4L - 5mm
36x22x10cm / 6L - 5mm
45x27x11cm / 12L - 5mm
60x30x12cm / 19L - 5mm

Aquariums

Panoramic tanks that minimize the water volume for minimum maintenance. A modern and func-
tional format, designed to recreate panoramic views of the riparium, paludarium, wabi-kusa style... 
with marsh plants in an emerged state.

72010301

72010451

72010751

72010361

72010601

72010901

30x18x16cm / 7L - 5mm

45x27x20cm / 22L - 5mm

75x40x25cm / 69L - 6mm

36x22x18cm / 12L - 5mm

60x30x22cm / 36L - 5mm

90x45x28cm / 104L - 8mm

SHALLOW

Ultra-Panoramic tanks that maximize the 
surface area, minimizes the water volume 
and maintenance. 

A modern and functional format, designed 
to recreate panoramic views of the riparium, 
paludarium and wabi-kusa style.
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SPACE VISTAS 

CUBE

SUPER SHALLOW CUBE

72010253
72010303

25x25x9cm / 5L - 5mm
30x30x10cm / 7L - 5mm

72010250
72010300

25x25x25cm / 14L - 5mm
30x30x30cm / 24L - 5mm

Aquariums

SPACE MATS 

VISTAS MAT

72040300
72040360
72040450

72041200

72040600

72041500

72040750

72041800

72040900

72040000

soft

30x18x16cm / 7L - 5mm
36x22x18cm / 12L - 5mm
45x27x20cm / 22L - 5mm

45x27x20cm / 22L - 5mm

60x30x22cm / 36L - 5mm

60x30x22cm / 36L - 5mm

75x40x25cm / 69L - 6mm

75x40x25cm / 69L - 6mm

90x45x28cm / 104L - 8mm

90x45x28cm / 104L - 8mm

VISTAS Mat designed for absorbing the small impacts and vibrations which occur daily.

Small Super Panoramic cubic tanks with 
infinite possibilities. An ideal design for 
shrimp and bettas.

A functional and aesthetically pleasing 
accessory important for safeguarding your 
tank. 

Small cubic tanks with infinite possibilities. 
An ideal format for nano-species and small 
plants. 
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FURNITURE

Minimalism, sustainability and practicality 
are the 3 core values of our furniture line.
Hand-crafted cabinets and stands made 
of sustainable natural wood with outstan-
ding functionality and style for the nature 
artist. Along with a wide range of minima-
listic light-mounting systems options.
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SPACE CABINETS

WOODY V.2

72020360
72020450
72020600

36x30x80cm 25mm
45x30x80cm 25mm
60x30x80cm 25mm

W36
W45
W60

72020750 75x45x80cm 25mmW75
72020900 90x50x80cm 25mmW90

SPACE STANDS

DOJO V.2

72030600
72031200

magnet

product support

67x37,5x83cm 37mm
127x57,5x83cm 37mm

D60
D120

Furniture

WOODY new line is made from environmentally friendly solid pinewood. The hands of experienced 
craftsmen create an outstanding design piece upon which to display your nature creations.

An updated version of our successful DOJO stands in 60 and 120 cm versions. 
WIO DOJO has been created from 100% sustainable pine wood. Its beautiful design will be your 
endless partner for outstanding layouts.

Updated version of the iconic Woody cabinet. 
Maximum functionality with spacious open 
interior to showcase your tools, fertilizers, 
filters, CO2 bottles and more, in perfect 
order. The top of the cabinet is larger than 
the base, with a gap at the back facilitating 
the placement for filter hoses, CO2 tubing, 
and electric cables.

 • This product comes pre-assembled.

MAINTENANCE MAGNET TOOL

Woody and Dojo include an innovative solution 
to make your life easier, by you retain all your 
maintenance tools such as scissors, tweezers, 
and brushes in one place. 

And when you’re not carrying out maintenance, 
MMT will display your tool collection beautifully.

An updated version of our successful DOJO 
stands in 60 and 120 cm versions. 
WIO DOJO has been created from 100% 
sustainable pine wood. Its beautiful design 
will be your endless partner for outstanding 
layouts.
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LIGHT STANDS

Sleek, unobtrusive, and combining style 
with simple functionality, our range of 
light-mounting systems provides options 
for every nature-artist.
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SPACE LIGHT STANDS

SLIM HANGING KIT

SLIM HIGH TYPE 

73010002

73010003

HANGING KIT

HIGH TYPE 
SUPPORT 35cm

KIT

2 pcs

Light stands

BAMBOO GOOSENECK 35W/70W

BAMBOO ARC SHAPE 130W

73020002

73020003

GOOSENECK 65cm

ARC SHAPE           

adjustable 
height        

position 1       

position 2       

adjustable 
height         

Strength and beauty are brought together to creature stylish mounts for your lighting. Two options 
are provided; one that can be fixed onto a cabinet and another which can be mounted onto the 
rim of the tank. 

Functional yet minimalist hanging system 
for SLIM WRGB lights, allowing lights to be 
raised or lowered with ease. 

A sturdy but flexible support for Bamboo 
lights, providing secure fixing and mobility 
for your lights. 

A simple but elegant solution to supporting 
SLIM WRGB lights, maintaining the light in a 
fixed position just above the tank. 

Adaptable yet solid light support. Lights 
can be raised or lowered and moved to the 
centre or sides of your display. 
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SPACE LIGHT STANDS

L SHAPE CABINET 40-75

L SHAPE TANK ANY SIZE

72050111

72050121

L-1 Steel lamp stand for 
cabinet. Lenght 40 to 
65cm and 
adjustable height from 
70 to 130cm.

L-2        Steel lamp stand with 
aquarium mounting 
brackets. Lenght 
25cm and adjustable 
height from 47 to 
80cm.      

U SHAPE TANK 60-100

U SHAPE TANK 120-180

72050211

72050212

B-S Steel lamp stand with 
aquarium mounting 
brackets. Adjustable 
lenght from 60 to 
100cm and adjustable 
height from 40 to 
60cm.

B-L          Steel lamp stand with 
aquarium mounting 
brackets. Adjustable 
lenght from 120 to 
180cm and adjustable 
height from 40 to 
60cm.      

Light stands

Stylish mounts for your lighting. Two options groups, the ones that can be fixed onto a cabinet and 
the stands which can be mounted onto the rim of the tank.

A secure mounting system for your lighting, 
fixed onto the cabinet or stand of tanks 
ranging from 40-75cm. 

A large, secure mounting system for your 
lighting for tanks from 120-180cm with 
contemporary aesthetic. 

Elegant metal support for lighting fixed onto 
the rim of your tank and ideal for a modern 
aesthetic.

Solid yet sleek lighting support mount for 
tanks from 60-100cm. 
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DECOR
SPACE
TECH
·· Lightings                                       

· · Osmotics System Direct Flux

4
64
84

WIO has an extensive experience in lighting 
corporate and industrial projects- Public 
Aquariums, Zoos, Endangered Breeding 
centers…- which we apply to the develo-
pment of WIO lighting products: High-end 
lighting system with an extraordinary aes-
thetic, top performance and hassle free for 
complete users peace of mind.
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LED LIGHTINGS

Led technology with specific spectrum for 
the correct growth of aquatic plants while 
enhancing fauna and flora’s beauty. Uni-
que LEDs colour combination maximizes 
the active photosynthetic light radiation 
-PAR- for optimal development and 
growth of aquatic plants.
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TECH LIGHTINGS

BAMBOO LED LAMP MARINE-WB

BAMBOO LED LAMP ACTINIC-WP

LED LAMP SLIM WRGB

SLIM CONTROLLER

BAMBOO CONTROLLER

73010300

73010900

73011500

73010600

73011200

73011800

73010001

31x10,5x0,6cm

90x10,5x0,6cm

150x10,5x0,6cm

60x10,5x0,6cm

120x10,5x0,6cm

180x10,5x0,6cm

30

90

150

60

120

180

SLIM WRGB

73020001

(Timmer&Dimmer)

USB CONTROLLER

73020352

73020353

73020702

73020703

73021302

73021303

10,5xØ90cm

10,5xØ9cm

10,5xØ13,5cm

10,5xØ13,5cm

15,5xØ16,5cm

15,5xØ16,5cm

35-WB

35-WP

70-WB

70-WP

130-WB

130-WP

Led lightings

BAMBOO LED LAMP FW-WRGB

73020381
73020701

10,5xØ9cm
10,5xØ13,5cm

38-WRGB
70-WRGB

35W

70W

130W

SLIM is a stylish LED lamp -ultraflat, elegant and minimalist- with the latest WRGB nanoLEDs 
technology to create the ideal light spectrum in freshwater aquariums and terrariums.

BAMBOO is a state-of-the-art LED lamp that create a sunbeam to light up nature. Highest modu-
lar technology combining up to 5 LED types to create the ideal spectrum with the adequate light 
intensity for the correct growth of photosynthetic organisms. Available in 3 versions: WB-Marine / 
BP-Actinic /WRGB- Freshwater and Terrariums.

A sleek and minimalist lighting solution with 
models available for tanks from 30-180cm.

Designed for marine displays and catered to 
the needs of corals, macro-algaes and other 
photosynthetic organisms. 

A vital piece of equipment for getting the 
best out of your SLIM WRGB lights, allowing 
the setting of timing and lighting intensity. 

Designed for coral displays and catered to 
the needs of reef aquariums, showcasing 
the fluorescence of marine organisms. 

Augmenting the functionality and bringing 
natural circadian rhythms to your display, 
allowing the setting of timing.

Perfect for planted displays and showcasing 
the best colours of tank inhabitants, this 
light promotes the natural colours.
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OSMOTICS 
SYSTEMS

The most extensive and effective method 
of filtration. WIO reverse osmosis removes 
contaminants from water using nanotech-
nology and 5 stages integrated filtration 
to reach the best water quality.
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TECH OSMOTICS SYSTEMS 

OSMO-400

MULTI-400

RO-400

73034000

73030001

368 X 135 X 376 
Water Flux: 1L/min
Filtr.: 0,0001um
Day/L: 1.500L

OS-400

MU-400

73030002

MULTIFILTER 
REPLACEMENT

RO FILTER 
REPLACEMENT

RO-400

Osmotics Stystems

OSMO 400 is the ultimate osmotic system that can deliver up to +1.400 litres per day, tankless 
direct water flow of +1L/min with low drain rate of just 1.5:1, therefore 34% more efficient than 
conventional equipment. 

Tankless osmotic system with direct Flow 
+1L/min, +1.400 L/day, and 5 stage filtration 
system.

Integrated 4 stage filter design with built-in 
connectors, just twist and click to replace.

Integrated membrane up to 0.0001 UM with 
built-in connectors for fast replacement.
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